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INVERSION OF A CLASS OF CONVOLUTION 
TRANSFORMS OF GENERALIZED FUNCTIONS 

BY 

Z. DITZIAN 

1. Introduction. The kernels of the transforms in the class that we shall treat 
satisfy 

(1.1) G(f) = JL j " _ " w [F(s)]-i e* ds EE - L j * " ^ [ £ {(i -s/aOKl s/ck)} 

x exp (s(ak * - Cfcx))] -1 e8* <& 

where Reak=o f c , Re cfc=cfc, 0<ajck<l and 2 « s 2 < ° o (see also [1], [2], [3], [6], 
[7] and [8]). 

We shall also require that N+ +JV_ =oo, where N± is defined, as in [1], by 

(1.2) N± = lim inf (N({ak), x) - N({ck}, *)) 
# - • ± 0 0 

where N({bk}9 x) is the number of bks between 0 and x. All G(t) that shall be 
mentioned in this paper will satisfy the above conditions. The convolution trans
form is defined by 
(1.3) F(x) = <f(f),G(x-ty> 

where/(0 belongs to a space of generalized functions which is dual to a space of 
test functions that includes G(x—t). We shall use the space of test functions 
LCtd defined (as done by A. Zemanian see [9]) by the following sequence of semi 
norms yfc[A]=yfc.c,d[A] = sup \K(t)h™(t)\ where 

# ( 0 e C ° % # ( 0 ^ 0 , 

(1.4) K(t) = ect for* > l a n d 

K(t) = edt fort < - 1 . 

Since y0(h) is a norm so are yk(h) = m&x{yn(h): n<k} which also are monotonie and 
induce the same topology. L'Ctd will be the dual space of Lc>d. 

We shall quote the properties of the spaces LCtd and L'Ctd from [9] when needed. 
In this paper we shall show that the inversion formula proved in [3] will still hold 
in the sense of weak limit for convolution transform of generalized functions. 

2. The convolution transform on L'Ctd. We recall first the definition of ax and a2 

(see [1, (2.1)]) 

(2.1) ai = max (ak, — oo | ak < 0), a2 = min (ak, oo | ak > 0) 
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Using asymptotic estimates of G(t) (see [2, Theorem 4.1]) for N+ + AL =oo, we 
have G(x-i) eLCtd for any x where c<a2 and rfx^ and therefore for feVCtd we 
can write F(x) = </(/), G(x - f)>• 

THEOREM2.1. Lef G(f) be defined by (1.1), N++N-=co,feL'Ctdy c<a2, d>ax 

andF(x) = (f(t), G(x-t)), then 

(2.2) ^>(x) = </(0,G (n)(^-0> 

a«rfJF(JC) G Latbfor any a andb satisfying a < min ( - au —c) andb > max (—a2, — d). 

Proof. We follow step by step the proof of Theorem 4.1 in [9, p. 330] using 
[2, Theorem 4.1] instead of Theorem 2.1 of [4, p. 108]. 

We know by [9, p. 329, v] that for c<c' and d' <dLc>td>^ LCtd and also L^td*2 
L'Ctd meaning that the restriction of f(x)eL'Ctd to Lc%d> belongs to Uc>td>. Since 
G(x—t) eLc>fd> whenever c' <a2 and d'>ax we have: 

COROLLARY 2.2. Under the assumptions of Theorem 2.1 F(x) eLa , )M where 

». - { - -' - « 2 + 77 a2 # oo ^ d 

(2.3) 

* \ j? ax = —00 

/ôr î? swtf// enough andp big enough. 
Obviously we have, for all k, -~ak$ [a*, b*] and — ck $ [a*, b*]. 

3. The inversion operator. We shall use the sequence of operators Rm(D) defined 
in [3] as follows: 

(3.1) BJLD) = e-»-» f l ( l — K 1 - ? ) " 1 expa^^ + c*1)!)) 

where ekDf(x)=f(x+k), D=d/dx, (1 -Djc)'1 is defined as in [3, (1.7)] by 

(3.2) (l-£)"/(*) « / " C ^ > " C y / W ^ f°rC > ° -c ec* J l „ e~cyf(y) dy for c < 0 

and lim 6m=0. 
m-»co 

The following lemmas about the effect of the inversion operator on classes of 
functions will be useful later. 

LEMMA 3.1. Let F{x) e La>tM, Rm{D) be defined by (3.1) and (3.4) and -ck$ 
[#*> b*]for any k, then 

Rm(D)F(x)eLa^. 

Proof. Since ekDF(x) and (1 — D/a)F(x) are obviously in £a„&¥ we have only to 
show that so is (1 - D/c)~ 1F(x). We have therefore to estimate D n(l - D/c) ~ xF(x). 
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Integrating by parts n times and using the asymptotic behaviour of F(x) and it's 
derivatives yields 

{écïi6^ f" e~CVFW dy\ = cecx P e~cyF(n\y) dy. 

Using the inequalities \F(n)(y)\<k e~a*y for y>0 and \Fin\y)\<k e~b*y for 
y < 0 we can conclude the proof by simple calculations. 

The asymptotic properties of F(x) and all its derivatives imply by Fubini's 
theorem and other classical theorems that the order in which the elements of Rm{D) 
are taken has no influence on Rm(D)F(x). 

LEMMA 3.2. Let ip(x) e 2, then Rm(- D)ifj(x) e La>b where a<y2,b>yx and yx are 
defined as in [1] by: 

(3.3) yx = max (ck, -oo | ck < 0) and y2 = min (ck, oo | ck > 0). 

Proof. We shall have to show that 

(3.4) \D"Rm(- D)m\ * K(n, m)K{x)-^ 

where K(x)ecco, K(x) = eax for x>\ and K(x) = ebx for x<l. 

Since obviously I/J(X) satisfies the conditions on Rm(-D)i/j(x) in (3.4) we can 
complete the proof if we show that if ^i(x) e Latb then 

(i) 2 ) ^ ) e l f l > 6 , 

(ii) e^iW^i/j^x+k) eLa,b, and 

(iii) (1 + D/c)~ Vi(*) G A»,& whenever c e {ck}. 

Obviously (i) and (ii) are valid. We shall show (iii) for c>0. Since ^(x)el f l i 6 

the definition of (l + D/c)'1 and integration by parts n time yields 

z>n(i+y)~Vi(*) = W**~ c * f ^My)dy) 

= c e~cx f* ecVin)(>0 * = *(*) 
J — 00 

which yields 0(jc)6lû)6 since c>y2>a. For c<0 the proof of (iii) is similar. 
Q.E.D. 

REMARK 3.2a. When the multiplicity of yx and y2 (both finite) is one, we can 
show that Rm(—D)ift(x) e LY2tYl. 

4. The inversion result for L'Ctd. 

THEOREM 4.1. Let c and d satisfy for a given G(t), c<a2 and d>ax and suppose 
f(t)eL'e,d andF(x) = (f(t\ G(x-t)}, then, for all </<x) e 9, 

(4.1) lim (Rm{D)F{x\ <£(*)> = </(0,#0>-

2—C.M.B. 
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Proof. We first outline the major steps of the proof which we shall justify later. 

(4.2) <Rm(D)F(x), 0(x)> = <F(x), Rm(- £>)<A(x)> 

(4.3) = « / ( o , G(X- o>, RjL- D)m> = </(o, « ? ( * - o, Rm(-m(x)>y 
(4.4) = </(0, <Rm(D)G(x-t), ft*)» = </(0, <Gm(x-0, <AW»; 
(4.5) lim </(0, <G„(*- f), <A(*)>> = </(0. W)>-

m-+oo 

To justify (4.2) we first observe, using Lemma 3.2, that the order of applying 
terms of Rm(— D) to I/J(X) G 3> does not make any difference. Therefore (4.2) can be 
proved termwise. It will be enough if we show for Fx(x) G La^ and ^ G La>b> 

where both a* and 6* are defined by (2.3), a<y2, b<yx and ^<min(a ! —yl5 

Y2 — ^2)9 the following: 

(a) <DF1(x),Ux)} = <F1(x), - / ) « * ) > ; 

(b) ( ^ ( x ) , M * » - ^ ( x ) , e - ^ C x » ; 

(c) ^ ( l - ^ ' V ^ ) , ^ ^ ^(7l,r2). 

Integrating by parts and using the asymptotic estimates of Fx(x) and I/J^X) yields (a). 
Change of variable yields (b). By Fubini Theorem, that can be used because 
F±(x) £La¥tbif and t/j1(x)eLatb, we show (c) for c > 0 (similarly it can be shown for 
c<0) as follows: 

((l~yWx),fi(x)y = f„c**(fx e-cyUy)dy)Ux)dx 

To prove (4.3), which is a Fubini type Lemma, we recall that for any finite A and 
B an argument similar to that used by A. Zemanian in [10, Lemma 2.1] yields 

(4.6) £ (f{t\ G(x-ty)Rm{-D)4>(x) dx = <^ / (0 , £ G(x-t)Rm(-DW(x) dx 

Therefore it is left to be shown that 

(4,7) IIJ^+JJ}^^6^-^^-^)^)^! <efor^ < ̂  
and £ > B(e) 

(which is clear by Theorem 2.1 and Lemma 3.2) and 

(4.8) <^/ (0 , { £ + Q G{x-t)Rm(-D)m dx\ <efoxA< A(e) 

and B > B(e). 
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We shall now show that J l ^ G(x-t)Rm(—D)i/j(x) dx tends to zero in LCfd as A 
tends to -oo, this combined with the analogous result for J*. . . (the proof of 
which is similar) will prove (4.8). Recalling jRm(-D)i/r(x)=^i(x) eLa>5 by Lemma 
3.2, we write 

Dn \ G(x-i) ip^x) dx = | G(x-t)Dni/j±(x) dx. 
J — oo J oo 

A calculation using the asymptotic properties of G(x-t) (proved in Theorem 
4.1 of [2]) and ffî\x) eLa,b imply \jin G(x-t)i/j?Kx) dx\ <e[K(t)]-\ where K(t) 
is defined by (1.4). This concludes the proof of (4.3). The method used for proving 
(4.2) can be used to show that 

(4.9) <G(x-t)9 Rm(- DMx» = <RJLD)G(x-0, «*)>. 

Using the definition (see [3, (5.14)]), 

(4.10) Rn(D)G(x-t) = Gn(x-t)9 

we prove the validity of (4.4). 
To prove (4.5) we have to show that (Gm(x—t), 0(x)> -> ^(0 in LCtd; that is, for 

I(n, m) defined by 

/(/i, m) = k o {An f^ GJpc-Wx) dx-P*Xt)}\ 

for every s and n there exists an m0 = m0(s, n) such that for m>m01(n, m) < s. 

I(n,m) = k o f Gm{x-t)Wn\x)-^\t)]dx\ 
I J — oo I 

< k o f*' GJx-t)W*Kx)-P*Xt)]dx\ 
I J t - 0 I 

+ |*W°(0l[ J G»(*-0*] 
|x-t|><5 

+|*(0 f * Gm(x-o«A(n)(x)d 
I J - oo I 

+ |tf(0 P Gm(x-0fn)W^ 

= Ix(n9 m) + I2(n, m) + I3(n, m) + h(n, m). 

Since I(J(X) e 9 it has a compact support say (A, B) therefore I^n, m) has {A - 8, 
B+ 8) as a support and 

|/i(fl,m)|< max #(0 max |^(n)(x)-^(n)(OI 
A-KKB + l \x-t\<ô 
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and of course we can choose 8 < 1 so small that 

max Wn)(x)-^n\t)\ < j( max Kit))'1. 
\x-t\<ô ^ A-KKB + 1 

Since \K(t)i/jin)(t)\ is bounded and since by [3, Lemma 7.1] for c=0 we have for 
every fixed âlim^o, jlt-xl>ôGm(x—t)dx = Q9 \I2(n, m)\ <e/4 for m>m0. To show 
that for m>m, (n, e), \I3(n9 m)\ <e/4 we recall again that supp ifj(t) = (A, B) and 
therefore for t < A + 8I3(n9 m) = 0 and it is easy to show that for / < B + 8 I3(n, m) 
<e/4 for m>m2. For t>B+S we write (assuming 1?+S>1 otherwise the proof 
is similar) 

I3(n, m) = K{t) j B Gm{x-t)^n\x) dx 

< [ GJx-t)e-«x-%e+cxfinXx))dx< max e+cx^n\x) 
J A A£X£B 

[t-0 

x GJix-ty-^-^dx 
J — 00 

< M- f Gm(t)e-Ctdt 
J \t\>6 

Using again [3, Lemma 7.1] we complete the proof of the theorem since the estima
tion of I±(n, ni) is similar. Q.E.D. 
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